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On May 21, 1922, the wooden propeller driven steamship 
CONESTOGA burned and sank, 9 meters beneath the st Lawrence 
River, just west of Cardinal Ontario. 

Since the hull interior is still intact and readily 
acceSSible, the vessel proved excellent material for research 
into great lakes, wooden, steam-freighter construction techni
ques. To this end, SOS* Ottawa, undertook an archaeological 
survey of the ship, under an archaeological license and grant 
from the Ontario Heritage Foundation, with the intent of 
compiling her history, measuring the hull and studying in detail 
the more interesting machinery and construction techniques. The 
project subsequently divided the wreck into a number of study 
areas to allow for individual attention by diving teams. 

This report contains an analysis of the following main 
areas of interest: rudder, various winches, the anchor and 
capstan. Considerable detail is also presented on the ship's 
construction including cross sections, stanchions, knees, beam 
shelf, etc. A plan drawing (figure 3) was produced showing the 
ship's lines and the location of the above items. Sections are 
also included on her history, the methodology employed and the 
special equipment constructed and used by the group. This report 
has been presented in such a manner that it may serve as a guide 
to other marine conservation groups pursuing similar projects. 

The Project revealed considerable detail of the CONESTOGA's 
construction and from this we conclude that she was a well found 
vessel and that much thought, detail and expense went towards her 
construction. 

Although much was accomplished, the survey is far from 
complete. It is hoped that other groups will pick up where we 
left off and continue adding to the store of information on a 
most interesting example of our maritime heritage. 

Anyone interested in viewing the field notes, drawings, 
photographs or research material should contact the Author or the 
Kingston Marine Museum of the Great Lakes, in Kingston. 

SOS - Save Ontario ShipMrecks: a non-profit or9anization dedicated to conservin9 Ontario's larine heritage. 
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The primary limitation was the vessel's im~ense size and 
the limited resources with which to study it. For this reason, 
the actual hull shape has been partially assumed and is an 
average of several sample measurements; all other areas were 
studied in detail and are accurate to one centimetre. 

The current, low visibility and cluttered condition of the 
hull's interior also posed their own particular difficulties and 
may therefore have influenced some of the results. 

All in all, however, I am quite confident that the facts 
presented are recorded accurately and truly considering the 
conditions of the site and experience of the volunteer crew. 
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The following divers contributed to the pre-survey efforts 
conducted during the 1982 season: 

Ian Bashaw Cathy Nichols Ken I'tleLeod 
Carmen Aubin Vince Deschamps Kathy Rogers 
Ron Cowalchuk Ian Becking Janet. Farnan 
Bob Keightley Denis StPierr'e Steve Har'b in 
Sam Per'r' i n Blaine Feltmate Mic t'lcConnell 
Peter Car'ss Helen Burga.r 1't11 ke Sylvain 
Alain Lamothe Rhena Izzo Lor' i e O'D"lyer' 
Wayne Lewis Melissa Wood \.)illie Laur' i e 
Brian Pr·eston Alan Moore Lou I'tlar'coux 

Professional advice and on-site training was afforded by 
the Regional Office of the Ministry of Citizenship and Culture 
(Ottawa). Regional Archaeologist Phil1 Wright, Staff Archaeolo
gist Peter Engelbert, and Kathi McAinsh were more than helpful in 
providing assistance and encouragement throughout the project. 

The actual archaeological project took place during the 
summers of 1983 and 1984 and was accomplished through the efforts 
of the following SOS ottawa members. These individuals gave 
freely of their time for this project, which surely could not 
have been realized without their enthusiasm, expertise and 
genuine interest: 

Ken McLeod 
Kathy Rogers 
Dave Ostifich'uck 
trtic I't1cConnell 
Steve Har'b in 
"'like Sylvain 
Peter Ca.rss 
Wayne Le"l i s 
Dennis Cartwright 

Jay "'lor'r i son 
Lou I'tlar'coux 
Jonah Libman 
Sam Gille-spie 
Mike Bellefeuille 
Monique Bellefeuille 
Alain Lamothe-
Ian Bashaw 
Adrean Payne 

I would also like to express my sincere gratitude to the 
Ontario Heritage Foundation for their financial support and to 
Peter Engelbert (MC&C), Ian Morgan (Ships and Marine Canada), Ken 
McLeod and Dan Beaudry (SOS Ottawa) for their assistance in 
proof-reading this report. 
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Many years after her demise, the CONESTOGA has become a 
very popular divesite. It is also an ideal "check-out" dive for 
students and during any dive season is probably visjted by 
hundreds of diving enthusiasts. 

In spite of 
history, dimensions, 
controversy over her 

this popularity, 
purpose or demise. 
true name. 

little was known of her 
In fact, there was some 

It was for these reasons and to better inform the diving 
community about one of their favorite dive sites that the project 
was originally undertaken. A few basic measurements and a 
little research revealed that the CONESTOGA was much more than a 
"pile of junk" and led to an immense amount of interest for those 
involved. 

From that simple beginning in 1982, a group of SOS ottawa 
divers undertook the Project, with aims to study and research the 
CONESTOGA; produce an information package of the site; learn more 
about marine archaeological techniques; and, promote the conser
vation efforts of Save Ontario Shipwrecks. 

According to Ontario law, the above activities constitute 
"practicing Archaeology". We therefore applied for an archae
ological license to more effectively pursue our goals. In 
January, 1983 an application was submitted to the Ministry of 
Citizenship and Culture and a license (number 83-04) was 
subsequently granted to Fred Gregory, 6065 Forestglen Cres., 
Orleans, K1C 3L9. An extension for continued excavation was 
approv~d by licence 84-30 in 1984. 

In addition, research grants were requested 
from the Ontario Heritage Foundatioh, to support the 
allow for a more professional product. 

and r"ece i ved 
pr"oj ect and 

The actual archaeological survey commenced on 22 
(the 61st Anniversary of the sinking). This was also a 

1't1ay, 1983 
date for 

demonstrating underwater archaeological techniques and most 
members of the team including the Ministry of Citizenship and 
Culture, Regional Archaeologists were on site. Team members were 
then assigned projects which were to be accomplished throughout 
the season. 

By the completion of the project, approximately 195 dives 
had been recorded, representing 215 hours of bottom time. 
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The CONESTOGA was built by Quayle ~ Son of Cleveland for 
the Anchor Line and was launched July 6, 1878. She was 
originally enrolled No. 125669 at Erie, but in September 1919 
became Canadian registered under No. 140998. She was the sister 
ship to the Delaware. 

A wooden-hulled, propeller-driven steam freighter, the 
CONESTOGA was registered at 252.8 feet in length, 36.0 feet in 
the beam and 16.2 feet in depth. The depth of hold from tonnage 
deck to the ceiling amidships was 15 feet; she drew a 4 foot 6 
inch forward draft and a 9 foot 3 inch stern draft, when 
launched. "She was stiff~ned by means of hog braces of the arch 
type that rose high over the shelter deck".' The gross tonnage 
was 1726 tons while the net was 1562; she had a 2100 ton package 
freight capacity. 

There were two decks, " ... the 'tween deck being enclosed by 
upward extensions of the hull sides: Entrance to the freight 
deck was gained through cargo ports spaced three to each side".' 
The hull was carvel laid (planked), with a round counter and 
plumb stem, typical of the period; there were two bulkheads. 

The CONESTOGA was powered by a two stage (24"x48"x48") 
steeple compound engine built in 1878 by the Cuyahoga Iron Works 
of Cleveland. This engine developed 96 N.H.P. (normal 
horsepower) and 473 I.H.P. (indicated horsepower) and could 
attain 8 knots with the 14 foot, four bladed propeller. Her 
single steel boiler, constructed in 1886 by the Lake Erie Boiler 
Works of Buffalo N.Y., was coal fired. 

Her galley, officers and " ... crew accommodations were 
located in cabins on the shelter deck and her original octagonal 3 

pilothouse was far forward on the boat deck. She carried one 
tall mast forward and her single, raked stack rose from a small 
house located far aft on the shelter deck. In later years, her 
tall foremast was removed to be replaced by a lighter pole 
foremast and a main set abaft the stack. The ornate "birdcage" 
pilothouse was replaced by a rather ugly structure which had but 
three small windows across its rounded front and an open bridge 
above. The height of the hog braces was reduced so that the top 
of each arch barely rose above the shelter deck rail".' 

In her early years, she carried the Anchor Line colours of 
a "green hull, with white upper trim, white cabins, yellow mast 
and a crimson stack with a black smokeband. On the bow was a red 
keystone, symbolic of the Pennsylvania Railroad, on which was 
superimposed a white anchor".' After her purchase by the Crosby 
Line, she was painted black with white rail and cabins; the 
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stack was all black. 

In Nov, 1906 the CONESTOGA underwent some changes and her 
hog braces were cut down flush with the deck rail and cabin 
accommodations were provided for passengers.z It may have been 
at this time also, that the metal skin was added, perhaps to 
permit operation in light ic. conditions. 

1. THE SCANNER - Newsletter for the Toronto Marine Historical Society; sUller 1979. 

2. The Marine Review, Novelberj 1906. 

3. The origional pilothDuse was actually a decahedrai structure. 
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Fi9ure 2a: 
CONESTOGA 
IMarine Historical Collection, Milwaukee Public library) 

.Fi9U/'1! 2b: 
CONESTOGA 
IMarine Historical Collection, Milwaukee Public library) 
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The CONESTOGA is located approximately 1 km west of 
Cardinal Ontario, in brenville county, township of Edwardsburg, 
at Latitude 44Q 46.46", Longitude 75Q 23.36" on Hydrographic 
Chart number 1416 (Iroquois Lock to Presc6tt). The elevation is 
244-25 feet and the assigned Borden number is Be Fu 3. 

One may reach the site by proceeding to Cardinal Ontario at 
the junction of highway No.2 and County Road 22. Follow County 
Road 22 (Shanly Road) south, across the culvert to the river; 
bear right along the dirt road north of the Canadian Legion and 
continue west through the park. Follow this road along the spit 
of land, between the Old Galop Canal and the river, for· 
approximately 1 km. The site is marked by the upper portions 
(above water) of the ship's steeple compound engine; it lies 
approximately 30 meters from and parallel to the shore. 

The CONESTOGA lies upright, bow to the current (approxim
ately 1 knot), in a maximum depth of 6-9 meters; visibility 
averages 3-5 meters. The CONESTOGA has been extenSively 
destroyed by salvage operations, wreck strippers and nature over 
the intervening years and all that remains is the basic hull, 
sans upper and lower decks, but cluttered with timbers, deck 
beams, stanchions, winches and other assorted shipboard parapher
nalia. Although the keelson is accessible for most of her 
length, much of the ceiling and floors are covered with silt, 
especially in the stern where it reaches a depth of 1 to 2 
meters. 

In addition to the above, other items of interest are the 
rudder (lying aft on the bottom), the 4 bladed propeller (4 
meters in diameter), stern winch, stern capstan, bitts, steeple 
compound engine, boilers, steering motor, forward winche and the 
anchor windlass. Going unnoticed, by the uninitiated, . would be 
the centreline, rider, sister, side. and bilge (pers comms, Ian 
Morgan, Ships and Marine Canada) keelsons; the deck stanchions 
with several knee styles; the deck beams, beam shelf and knees; 
the unique arrangement of floors, frames, ceiling and planking; 
the hog braces with fore, aft and midship connection points; 
and, power transfer systems. These areas are outlined in detail 
later in the report. 
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Slates: 

Slates (see figure 6A) made from sheet aluminum are 
sufficiently heavy to be unaffected by the current. Pencils were 
attached to the slates by a string and a spare was secured under 
a clip. An inexpensive plastic pencil sharpener was also 
attached to the board. 

Drawings were sketched on 8 1/2 X 11 mylar drawing paper, 3 
mil, mat one side and divided into 10 to the inch grids. This is 
somewhat more expensive but preferred by the group because of the 
background grid. Paper is secured to the slates with duct tape~ 

A special white plasticized "paper" is also available 
through Preserve Our Wrecks, Kingston. This medium works most 
effectively and is considerably cheaper. 

Tapes: 

Thirty and fifty meter fiberglass and plastic tapes (figure 
6A) were used for the most part, except in some triangulations, 
where one metric and one imperial tape were used to avoid 
confusion. While waterproof, these tapes can rust where the tape 
joins the spool (for this reason they should be dried after use). 
A refill should be procured and cut up for smaller tapes or 
permanent base lines. Fiberglass seamstress tapes are also 
useful. 

Smaller measurements were made with meter sticks. While 
the standard aluminium type sufficed, the lettering tends to 
flake off with use. Another type available is constructed of 
white fiberglass and comes complete with 2 level bubbles. 
Although it had one drawback (it floated)" it proved to be more 
practical. 

Calipers: 

A set of oversized aluminium calipers (figure 7) were 
locally constructed and proved very effective for measuring beams 
and planks with rounded edges; they could also be reversed for 
inside measurements. 
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Pr"obe: 

A sho~t length of thin rod, with a right angle bend at one 
end, is effective for measuring the thickness of planks (assuming 
you can gain access through them) or other hard-to-reach areas. 

store 
knees, 

Flexible Curve: 

This handy device 
and is great for 
etc) even if they 

Air Lift: 

is available 
dr"a\-<l i ng curved 
must be done in 

from any drafting supply 
items (capstan barrels, 
sections. 

The only portable compressors available were of the 
electric variety; however, unless electricity is close at hand, 
they're not much good. For our purposes, a 3 hp gas engine, a 
4.3 cfm compressor head and other assorted paraphernalia mounted 
on a suitable frame worked most effectively. No storage tank was 
used and the system was allowed to run open. The air was pumped 
to the lift-pipe via 50 meters of garden hose with quick 
disconnect fittings. Running this length of hose through ~ 
current was not a problem. The lift pipe was constructed from 5 
meters of ABS sewer pipe (4") which is light enough to handle in 
a current yet strong enough to stand up to rugged use. The 
entire outfit measures 40 cm by 65 cm, weighs 12 kgms and is very 
por"tab 1 e. 

In spite of advice to the contrary, this device (figure 6b) 
works most effectively in depths as shallow as 3 meters. 

Levelbar: 

A. levelbar was constructed from a 2.5 meter length of 10 cm 
aluminium square tubing with small spirit levels mounted on one 
end and a length of metric tape secured to one side. This device 
and a standard plumb were often used to transfer datum points. 
If a small float is attached to the free end of the plumb line, 
it will prevent snagging. A permanently mounted right angled 
triangle (made from string) can be secured to the bar for taking 
perpendicular off-sets. 

- 14 -
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Stap I er': 

A stapler is ideal for securing tape~ to the deck or to 
temporarily hold a tape in the current. The staple is readily 
removed and if care is taken, it wi 11 not damage the tape. '"'lone I 
type staples will not rust. After use the stapler should be 
blown dry with compressed air, allowed to .air dry and sprayed 
with anti-rust treatment. 

Genera 1 : 

Most of the equipment used was "home made" to keep costs to 
a minimum. Often as not, most of the items required are not 
commercially available and must, therefore, be manufactured to 
suit the specific needs of the project. 

While no new techniques were developed, a restraining 
device was designed to allow for "hands free" operation in the 
moderate current. The restrainer is simply a weight belt buckle 
with the webbing removed and a large hook secured in its place. 
A clip is affixed to one end of the webbing and the free end is 
then inserted into the buckle and cinched per normal. With the 
clip attached to the diver's gear (Be for example) and the hook 
stuck into part of the wreck, the diver is held ~uspended in the 
current with both hands free. He can adjust his position by 
feeding more or less belt through the buckle or free himself 
completely in an emergency. 
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Site Datum: 

Two site datta were located on the wreck, one on the upper 
portion of the stem and another on top of the propeller shaft 
adjustment rod, which protrudes through the horn timber. These 
two datta were sighted from shore using a stadia rod (which 
fortunately was sufficiently long to extend above the water) and 
normal surveying techniques. From these two site datta, other 
benchmarks were located along the keelson as required; they were 
surveyed using meter tapes, levels and a plumb. For the most 
part, the keelson lies level throughout its length. 

Measurements: 

Most measurements were performed with 30 meter 
occasionally with a 100 foot tape. Imperial measure was 
with metric to avoid confusing triangulation points in 
visibility conditions. 

tapes and 
combined 

the low 

The bow and stern shapes were ascertained using triangula
tion from two known datta to several points along each curvature. 
In theory this procedure should produce accurate results. In 
practice, however, this proved not to be the case as many 
point's along the bow and stern curves were erratic when plotted. 
I attribute this error to poor visibility, which prevented the 
diver from seeing whether or not his tape might be fouled; the 
fact that the remaining strakes are now at different levels 
because of ice damage and salvage; and the current, which 
prevented divers from holding the tapes level and plumbing to the 
various points being measured. Of course, the results could have 
been a true representation of the present shape, but just did not 
look pleasing. 

Triangulation was also employed to measure the cross 
sectional curvature of the hull sides. In this case, one tape 
was fixed to the keelson and another to the top of some upright -
either an existing stanchion or metal post affixed to the keelson 
for this purpose. In spite of the current, which tended to 
slightly bow the tapes, the results achieved were most rewarding 
(see figure 13). Other methods using a metal framework have been 
suggested to achieve these measurements, however, in my opinion 
they are most difficult in strong current or iow visibility 
conditions. The method we employed will work with a ship in any 
attitude, since one need not be concerned about levelS or right 
angles. It is suggested, however, that two different style tapes 
be used to avoid confusion and that two pins be employed (one at 
the last point measured and the other at the next point to be 
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measured) to maintain the correct order. Measurements were taken 
at the edge of each ceiling plank up to the beamshelf. 

All other objects were measured separately and triangulated 
from known datta to locate their exact position. 

The ship's length was obtained by stretching a 50 meter 
tape along a 3/8" rope rigged from the stem to the propeller 
shaft adjustment rod and taking successive measurements; the 
distances from these points to the extremes of the bow and stern 
\-,ere totalled. 

The beam measurements were obtained using this same rope 
(which was divided into 10 meter increments) and stretching the 
tape athwartships. This procedure sounds Simple but actually 
required the efforts of three divers - one on each end of the 
tape and the other, unfortunate soul, swimming back and forth 
along it to position the two divers. He/she as well had to 
ensure the tape was perpendicular with the centreline rope and at 
the correct spot. This effort usually required a third of a tank 
of ai r·. 

While perhaps not totally accurate, an average of several 
such measurements gave a beam consistent with the ship's original 
specifications. This method was also used at one meter intervals 
in the bow and stern to obtain curvatures. These results, when 
averaged, compared very favourablely with the triangulation 
measurements. When referring to the plan drawing (figure 3) it 
should be realized that the ship's outline is an average shape 
from all measurements taken (with the exception of the starboard 
quarter) and not what actually exists; all other measurements 
and drawings, however, are accurate. 

Grids: 

No fixed grids were used on this project for the following 
reasons: there were very few.spots remaining where such a system 
could be attached; the current and marine growth would soon move 
or clog the system when left unattended; I didn't want anything 
left on the wreck that might entangle a novice diver; and, 
anything left unattended would be stolen by other divers (in 
spite of the designation of the wreck as a heritage site). 
Permanent datta were made of small plastic discs, labelled with 
magic marker, and affixed with galvanized roofing nails or 
plastic wire-ties. 

Air Lifting: 

An air-lift was used to remove silt from the lower portions 
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of the hull and greatly facilitated the recording of 
measurements in this area. A special adapter was constructed to 
permit the removal of silt from the areas between the floors and 
under the keelsori. 

Since 
difficult to 
schedule. In 

all cr"el<J members "Iere volunteers, it '-las most 
demand that individuals follow any predetermined 
our case all diving was from the shore so boat 

transportation was not a reqUirement. A solution, which worked 
well, was to divide the project into many small facets and assign 
these areas to diver buddy teams. These people were then free to 
work on that project whenever they were available, unrestricted 
by a timetable. As a general rule, regular excursions to the 
site were still organized but attendance was not compulsory. As 
well, periodic meetings were convened to update members on the 
project status. 

Safety: 

Diver safety was an ever-present concern and unfortunately, 
one that could easily be overlooked as team members became more 
familiar (and complacent) with the project. To overcome this, 
the topic was brought up both on the site and at meetings to 
serve as a reminder. Also, at times when a large group was 
working, a Divemaster was placed in charge. For the most part, 
however, buddy teams were left on their own. To keep divers 
safety conscious, a dive log and safety check-list were left at 
the entry point for everyone to read and log their in/out times. 
Althbugh team members occasionally worked. alone, they did enter 
and exit together and remained in th~ same general vicinity, 
occaSionally checking on each other. 
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Keel and Floors: 

Since the keel lies embedded in the river bottom, a 
detailed analysis was not possible, however, at the forefoot it 
measures 20 cm deep by 28 cm wide and is protected by a 4 cm 
steel shoe. 

On top of, and at right angles to the keel, I ie the floors 
which in the CONESTOGA average 14 cm wide and vary in thickness 
from 35 cm amidships to 28 cm towards the bilge turn. The floors 
are laid in groups of three (without being bolted together) with 
an average width of 45 cm for each grouping. These grouped, 
frame floors are only separated by a 7 to 9 cm gap, making for a 
virtual solid construction from stem to stern. This spacing 
probably allowed bilge water to drain to the limbers situated 19 
cm on either side of the keel's centre line. Each limber 
measures 11 cm wide by 6 cm high; there are no limber boards. 
Both limbers contain a chain keel-rope running the entire ship's 
length. This keel-rope would have been periodically dragged, 
back and forth, through the limbers to clean them of accumulated 
sludge. It is not known whether the two chains are joined at the 
bow and stern or if there was special equipment for hauling them. 
While on this subject, there is also a 17 cm pipe running along 
the port side of the keelson (see figure 12), on top of the 
floors but under the ceiling, and angling down into a pump-well 
near the bow (see figure 9b). At this point, the pipe is open 
and protected by a screen; presumably the aft end couples to a 
bilge pump at the engine. 

The floors would attach to th~ futtocks at the bilge turn 
but because this area is covered by 14 cm thick ceiling strakes, 
this fact could not be totally ascertained. In one area however, 
a staggered butt-joint was observed on the forward most floor of 
a group, very near the bilge turn. There was also one other 
staggered butt-joint observed, in a middle floor of a group, 1.73 
meters from amidships. This indicates that the floors are not 
lengthy timbers and that these individual futtocks are further 
strengthened by the grouping arrangement. It was observed also, 
that the futtocks are grouped in pairs (one pair for each set of 
three floors) and held together only by spikes from the ceiling 
and outside planking; nowhere were pins located joining either 
groups of futtocks or floors. Each frame pair is "an extension of 
the forward two floor timbers of each set, at the bilge turn. 
Since a butt-joint could not be found for the aft-frame to 
centre-floor connection, it is assumed that it is offset and 
placed further up the hull for strength. 
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Keelsons: 

On top of the floors and immediately above the keel is 
positioned the centreline keelson, measurin9 35.5 cm wide by 41 
cm deep. An additional timber, identical in size and shape, known 
as the rider keelson, is located on top of the first keelson. 
This results in a massive laminated·beam which now measures 82 cm 
deep. The drift pins (as observed from the top of the rider 
keelson) securin9 this beam do not line up consistantly with any 
of the floors below. I would therefore assume that they do not 
extend beyond the bottom of the centreline keelson. Most likely, 
the centreline keelson only is attached to the floors (in a 
manner similar to the side keelsons described later) and the 
rider keelson is then pinned to it. The centreline keelson is 
flanked on either side by two sister keelsons attached flush to 
it; each has the dimensions of 28 cm Wide by 35 cm deep. From 
this point to the turn of the bi1ge are 5 similar lon9itudinal 
timbers known as side keelsons with the extreme outboard one 
bein9 labeled the bilge keelson. The side and bilge keelsons all 
measure 24 cm wide, vary in depth from 35 cm to 28 cm and are 
equally spaced at 57 cm intervals. All Side keelsons run 
parallel except at the bow and stern where they curve in and up 
to meet the stem and sternpost respectively. 

The sister, side and bilge keelsons are all attached to the 
floors, one drift pin for each floor, in the repeated, off-set 
pattern shown in fi9ure 12. 

All keelsons are plain scarfed with the technique shown in 
fi9ures 10 and lla. The 10n9itudinal portion of the scarf is 
quite smooth and forms a perfect joint, presumably havin9 been 
cut with a saw. The vertical cuts, however, show evidence of 
axe-like markin9s and were probably chopped' out with an adze. 
Scarfin9s on all keelsons are identical and for the rider keelson 
average on~ scarf about every 5.5 meters. Due to silt and other 
overburden, this pattern could not be determined for the other 
keelsons or for that portion of the centreline keelson towards 
the stern. 
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figure 1ta: 
Typical Scarfing 
(Sal Gi llespiel 

Figure llb: 
Ceil i ng Planks 
(Sal Gi llespiel 
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Ce iii ng and Exter· i or· Strakes: 

On top of the sister and side keelsons~ and forming the 
horizontal portion of the lo~er hold, lies the ceiling planking, 
which itself represents a sturdy construction technique. First 
there is a layer of 2 cm thick planks of varyi~g widths running 
athwartships from the centreline keelson to the bilge turn. On 
top of this has been placed a layer of tar-paper followed by 
another layer of similar planking; the top and bottom layers are 
off-set to ensure overlapping. Each level of planking was nailed, 
without countersinking, to the keelsons. On top of the ceiling, 
but only in specific areas, are isolated groups of additional 
longitudinal planking. Each plank is 4 cm thick, averages 21 cm 
wide and is 3.4 meters long. These planks extend only an average 
of 2 to 3 meters from amidships and appear to have been caulked, 
although this substance could be accumulated silt. These planks 
only occur in specific areas and their purpose is not entirely 
known. It is assumed they provided added protection to the 
ceiling planks, perhaps in areas where cargo was dropped through 
a hatch, or where heavy eqUipment was located. In support of 
this theory, these areas appear to conform to the location of the 
three side loading doors visible in the photographs. The ends of 
each plank were beveled, perhaps to accommodate wheeled vehicles. 

Ceiling strakes, which formed the upper portion of the 
inner hull, commenced just below the bilge turn, were carvel laid 
and are of two sizes - 30 cm at the bilge turn and 25 cm from 
there to and beyond the beamshelf; both sizes are approximately 
14 cm thick (see figure 13). At this point also, the frames are 
39 cm thick. Exterior strakes, also carvel laid, were only 
partially visible due to being covered with 4 mm metal sheathing. 
Those observed measured 12 cm thick by 23 cm wide. They were 
butt joined, always at a frame, and nailed at every frame; 
there was no evidence of countersinking. There is one remaining 
wale, which appears to have been at the water-line. This timber 
is bolted directly to the frames witho~t a mortice, measures 26 
cm wide and protrudes 7 cm beyond the strakes, making it 19 cm 
thick. 

Both the ceiling and exterior strakes were caulked with 
what appears to be two applications of oakum followed by a layer 
of substance (probably pitch) which now shows up rust coloured. 
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Beamshelf and Deck Beams: 

The beamshelf, for the lower deck beams, consists of a 23 
cm square timber bolted, without mortices, directly to the inside 
of the frames. It is scarfed in a manner similar to the keelsons 
shown in figure 10. In this case the scarf covers a total length 
of only 1.53 meters with a 5 cm vertical portion at either end. 
Only two plain scarfes were studied and they were spaced 12.80 
meters apart. 

Deck beams are bolted, end-on, to the inner edge of the 
beamshelf (vice resting on top) and are strengthened by massive 
bosom and lodging knees. The first two deck beams shown on the 
starboard bow are attached without a mortice; however, the 
remainder fit into a 6 cm deep mortice on the face of the shelf. 
When in place, the deck-beams would have sat flush with the top 
of the shelf. Presumably the lower deck planks would have run 
longitudinally on top of this structure. 

One deck-beam was found to be reinforced from below, by a 
heavy 90 degree metal bracket, (of the same width) at the point 
where it joins the beamshelf. Since there were no reinforcements 
on other beams, it is assumed this was a later repair. 

The beams are spaced either at 2.5 meter or a little over 3 
meter intervals. The closer spacing may have accommodated the 
heavier portions of the upper decks; there is no noticeable 
camber in the remaining beams. The deck-beams extended athwart
ships as one timber supported by stanchions amidships. While 
some beams are still attached to the beamshelf, all are broken 
and none extends in its original position. Everything above the 
beamshelf level has been destroyed by fire and/or salvage. 

While the master plan drawing (figure 3) accurately 
displays the correct location of a few deck-beams, it does not 
accurately depict their actual length or condition. 
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stanchions and Knees: 

There a~e no totally complete deck 
the two studied (see figures 16 and 17) 
located. 

stanchions 
were the 

remaining and 
best examples 

The stanchions were affixed to the topside of the rider 
keelson and supported on either side, fore and aft, by standing 
(pers comms, Ian Morgan, Ships and Marine Canada) knees. The two 
stanchions shown depict two different patterns; figure 17 has 
hanging knees for both lower and main deck-beams, while the 
stanchion in figure 16 shows hanging knees for the main deck
beams only. Curiously enough, all hanging knees lie fore and aft 
on all ~tanchions. This supports the observation that lower-deck 
beams ran athwartships as one continuou~ timber. They also lie 
forward of each stanchion and would therefore have been supported 
by the single, middle, hanging knee shown in figure 17. Although 
the two examples shown were located approximately amidships (they 
are easily moved) their original location is not known. The 
height of the lower hanging knee, however, roughly corresponds to 
the depth of the lower hold as calculated from the information 
collected. 

Since there are two hanging knees at the top of each 
stanchion it is difficult to determine exactly how the main-deck 
beams were attached. Perhaps there was a timber (called a king 
beam) running lengthwise amidships sitting o~ top of the 
stanchions (much like an inverted keelson). If the deck-beams 
then ran athwartships, this height would roughly correspond to 
the depth of hold (15 feet) stated on the enrollment papers. The 
purpose of the small wood block opposite the lower hanging knee 
in figure 17 is· not known. All knees were secured to stanchions 
by splayed bolts running completely through, while the lower 
knees and stanchions were secured to the keelson with roved 
(peened) drift pins. 

from 
All knees have grain patterns suggesting that they were cut 
a natural crook (branch to tree trunk junction) or root 

junction (known as grown knees). 

As can be seen from figure 3, the deck stanchions appear in 
four main groupings; it is not known whether the stanchions in 
each group supported one deck or both. Perhaps these groupings 
supported particularly heavy equipment or structures. 

It is also interesting to note that the stanchions 
immediately forward of the boiler lack standing knees and are 
supported by planks running along each side. The reason for this 
departure, although a common technique, is not known. 
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Figure 15a: 
Stanthion Knees 
(Jay Morrison) 

Figure I5b: 
Stanchion drift pins 
lJonah libllan) 
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The steam packet freighter CONESTOGA was built in Cleveland 
by the firm of Thomas Quayle and Sons and launched Saturday July 
6, 1878 at 4 PM. At the time of her launch, she was described as 
one of the finest boats on the lakes. From the Monday July 8, 
1878 edition of the Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer is the following 
account of her launching: 

The secDnd Df the large prDpellers at the yard Df ThDlas Quayle and SDns "as launched Dn Saturday, 
and "as Dne Df the lost successful that "e have seen fDr lany years. The CONESTOGA is a twin 
Sister Df the Dela"are, having been built frDI the sale IDdel and finished in the sale style. 
When launched she drew 4 feet 6 inches fDr"ard and 9 feet 3 inches aft which is a fair draft, as 
the lachinery is "ell aft and the freight lUSt be placed alidships and fDr"ard which "ill bring tD 
a level keel. She is a very fine craft and anDther hDnDr tD the veteran vessel builders being 
fitted DUt in all portiDns with a care tD strength, durabi'lity and beauty. When ready fDr "Drk, 
which "ill be very shDrtly, it is estilated that her CDSt "ill be near $90~OOO. She "ill be in 
cDI.and Df Alexander McFarland, "hD is knD"n as an excellent Dfficer. Mr. HDIID"ay, Df the 
Cuyahoga WDrks, gives us the fDIID"ing descriptiDn Df her engine: They are "hat is called the 
inverted cDlpDund, the high pressure cylinders being 24 inches in dialeter and 48 inches in stroke 
and the 10" pressure cylinder 48 inches in dialeter and 48 inches in strDke. The lain shaft is 18 
inches in dialeter and connects with the prDpeller shaft by leans Df a universal cDupling which 
prevents jar tD the lachinery. The Governlent leasurelent shD"s her tD be 1735 tDns. She cale 
dD"n the river this IDrning and "ill take her place in the "Anchor Line" as SDDn as needed. 

From documents obtained, it is evident that several of her 
early masters spent many loyal years with the Anchor Line. The 
year 1878 saw McFarland as her first Captain, followed by Geo. L. 
H099 in 1882. H. Cronkhite served from the early 1890's until 
1900, when he transferred to the Wissahickon, also of the Anchor 
Line. Frank Williams assumed Captaincy of the CONESTOGA in 1901, 
followed by Moses Bog9an in 1902. Henry Casey, born in 
Brockville, was her captain in 1903. 

The CONESTOGA was sold to the Crosby Transportation Company 
of Milwaukee in late 1905. At this time the Ecorse Shipyard of 
Detroit cut down her conspicuous wooden arch hog braces to rail 
level and added passenger cabins. 

The Crosby Transportation Company was owned by E.G. Crosby 
who had the misfortune to be one of a long list of elite to 
experience the first, and last, transatlantic crossing of the 
Titanic. Ownership of the company then reverted to Fred Crosby, 
his son. In 1919, the CONESTOGA was sold to Lake Ports 
Navigation of Sarnia; Fred Crosby was also President of this 
firm. This may obviously have held some sort of tax advantage 
for the Crosby firm or may have been a legal requirement for the 
Canadian coasting trade. 
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A news article from 1920 (see Annex A) suggested that the 
CONESTOGA was then owned by Sullivan ~ Son of Chicago and that 
they were intending on changing her registry from Canadian to 
American. However, this point has yet to be corroborated by our 
research. 

The true reason behind the sale of the CONESTOGA to 
Lakeports Navigation of Sarnia in 1919, r-emains somel-I,hat of a 
mystery. One possible explanation for the sale to Canadian 
interests, may have been due to an amendment to the Revised 
Statutes of the United States in 1915. This "Act to Promote the 
Welfare of American Seamen" made many sweeping changes, one of 
which stipulated that vessels be required to carry set 
percentages of Able Seamen before it was permitted to depart from 
any port of the United States. Also, in 1917, this same act set 
a minimum wage level to be paid to Seamen. 

These regulations would have apparently resulted in many a 
company/vessel going out of business. It is therefore suspected 
that vessels may have been sold to Canadian interests in an 
effort to circumvent the law. This might be one explanation of 
why the CONESTOGA was sold to Lakeports, yet was still apparently 
of interest to her former owner, for the Crosby Transportation 
Company still held a mortgage on her. 

The CONESTOGA had been virtually a trouble-free ship 
throughout her career except when she sank late in November 1899. 
The Marine Record of November 23, 1899 outlined the incident as 
follows: 

The AnchDr line stea.er CDnestD9a, Capt. CrDnkhite, cDllided Hith the neH 5-.ile intake crib last 
Thursday in a dense fD9 and s.ashed in her ste. and bOH fro. the sail tD the fDrefoot, causin9 her 
to leak so badly that she sank at the entrance Df Chica9D River Hith her .ain deck about three 
feet underHater. The Dunha. Wreckin9 CD. Hith tU9s, and SCDHS, pu.ps and divers, be9an Hork on 
her thursday (sic) .ornin9, Hhere her car90 Has unlDaded by nDDn Dn Monday. 

The CONESTOGA also experienced a fire in 1914 as explained 
by the Lake Carriers' Association in their Vessel Losses of that. 
year (page: 196 - 197): 

The steaBer ConestD9a Has so badly burned by fire at MilHaukee Dn OctDber 30 (1914) that she Hill 
not be rebuilt on account of her age. 

The statement that she could not be rebuilt was obviously 
not true, since she was definately restored and sailed for an 
additional eight years. A photograph (held with the Field Notes) 
shows what is thought to be the CONESTOGA with her port bulwarks 
only undergoing reconstruction. If this photo was taken fo110w-
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ing a fire, there is no indication that she suffered any greater 
damage. However, this picture may not be about this incident, as 
a report in the Milwaukee Sentinel of October 31, 1914 (see Annex 
A) also reports a large fire in the boiler room. 

Her 44 years of trouble-free service came to an abrupt end 
on May 21, 1922. During the nig~t, while the CONESTOGA was 
secured alongside lock 27 in the Galop Canal at Cardinal, 
Ontario, she mysteriously burst into flames. The crew immediate
ly set to battle the blaze, but the authorities, fearing she my 
sink and block the canal, decided to flush the steamer from the 
lock; she floated downstream where she ran aground in her 
present location. Two of the crew suffered burned hands from 
handling flaming hawsers, but there was no loss of life. The 
cargo of 30,000 bushels of wheat, consigned from Bland and 
Cornelius of Buffalo was subsequently salvaged. According to 
Mrs. C. Freeman of Cardinal, an eyewitness to the burning, the 
grain was pumped ashore and dried in a special apparatus built 
for this purpose. It was later sold for cattle feed. The cargo 
was auctioned by Fitzgerald Marine Service of Ogdensburg. Six 
different companies were represented at the auction; these were: 
T.J. Stofer-Brooks Elevator Co. of Minneapolis, Minn; W.H. 
Gallagher·, Buffalo; J.A. Barry, repr·eser.ting the Brainard 
Commission Company of Newyork; J.B. Bashaw (distantly related to 
one of the archaeological crew members) representing the Joseph 
N. Ward Company of Montreal; Joseph Grattan representing James 
Richardson and Sons Ltd., of Kingston; and, M.H. Drohan of 
Milwaukee representing the Crosby Transportation Company of 
Milwaukee, owners of the CONESTOGA. The Ward Company of Montreal 
was awarded ~he cargo, while the hull was ~cquired by the Russell 
Wrecking Company of Toronto, who probably salvaged the super
structure. The exterior sheathing was cut away by oxy- acetylene 
machines operated by P. McLatchie of Cardinal. 

In the 1960's, the CONESTOGA had one blade of her 4 meter 
propeller broken off by an exploding dynamite charge, in an 
unsuccessful attempt at theft. This propeller represents an 
unique example of one of the very first produced by the Sheriff 
Manufacturing Company of Milwaukee. These propellers were of the 
finest quality and were initially produced in 1876. 

The above historical inforlation Has obtained by Ken McLeod the 50S Historical Chair.an. 
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Through marine heritage contacts, it was learned of the 
existence of an original CONESTOGA drawing in a collection held 
by Patrick Labadie, curator of The Canal Park Museum, Duluth 
Minnesota. Mr. Labadie was kind enough to donate this heritage 
document to SOS Ottawa for use in completing this report. The 
drawing is not labeled, but appears to have been produced in 1905 
when the CONESTOGA was undergoing a refit. It was at this time 
that her hog braces were replaced and the drawing shows both the 
old and new versions. Shown as well is her original "bird cage" 
wheel-house, which was also replaced during that refit. 

Since the document was drawn in pencil, on brown craft 
paper, it proved impossible to successfully photograph. For this 
reason, the original was traced, by a project member, to a mylar 
drafting medium. Due to the large size of the draWing, it is 
impossible to reduce it to a report page and still be readable. 
The original document was presented, on behalf of Patrick 
Labadie, to the Marine Museum of the Great Lakes at Kingston, 
Ontario. Anyone desiring to view this drawing should contact 
the author or the museum. 

By studying this new reference source, it was realized that 
the master plan of the vessel (figure 3) is somewhat incorrect. 
Contrary to What is shown in figure 3, the vessel actually tapers 
towards to stern; the sides are not parallel as indicated. 
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The stern capstan is now located off to the starboard side 
just sli9htly abaft the winch. The capstan is manufactured of 
iron and had been bolted to the deck prior to the fire. This 
particular capstan does not have a manUfacturer's name-plate from 
which we would have been able to obtain a patent holder's 
description to verify some of the following assumptions. 

Interspaced alongside the capstan bar holes were small 
openin9s that were probably water drains; these were 8 in number 
and equally spaced around the diameter. On the upper part of the 
barrel were smaller orifices that probably permitted the 
application of oil for the assumed internal gearing apparatus. 
The barrel was equipped with the normal ratchet brake mechanism. 
This capstan would have been manually operated as there is no 
evidence of power from the main en9ine or a separate steam 
engine. 

Author' 5 not.: 

Thl' barr!1 of a s.all!r capstan "as re.oved fro. the site .any years a90 by local 
divers. It was replac!d by 50S ottawa durin9 a special [!r!.ony on 20 May 1985. 
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Figure 19a: 
Capstan 
{Jay Morrison) 

Figure 19b: 
Capstan 
fJay Morrison) 
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While many measurements were taken, very 
was performed on the rudder's operation. There 
pintle, and the gudgeon on the upper portion of 
to have rotated on a large semi-circular disk. 
tiller, used presumably for emergencies. 

little research 
definitely is a 

the stock appears 
There was also a 

Lying beside the rudder, attached to the stock, 
large blocks (pulleys) with a mass of chain and steel 
probably the remains of the aft steering mechanism. 

are two 
cable -

The rudder blade is constructed of wood with a metal skin. 
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Fi'3ure 21a: 
R~dder, Steering Quadrant 
{Jay Morrison) 

Figur·e 21b: 
Rudder, tDP vie" 
iJay "orrisDn) 
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One of the most noticeable features of the CONESTOGA was 
her hog br·aces. I n ear I y \,Iooden car·go sh i ps of any I engt h, it 
was possible that the hull could sag by the bow and stern. This 
phenomenon occurred, when the ships were unladen, due to the 
combined weight of the engine and boilers in the stern and 
windlass, anchors and chain at the bow. This effect, known as 
hogging, could also occur at sea when the vessel was supported by 
a wave-crest. Arch type braces on either side, running bow to 
stern, compensated for this effect. On the CONESTOGA the 
original braces arched high over the shelter deck and gave her a 
very distinctive and recognizable appearance. 

The hog braces on the CONESTOGA still exist, if one knows 
what to look for, however, they have collapsed into the lower 
hold and are extremely bent, broken and twisted over their entire 
length. 

The actual braces are fabricated from three sheets of 
metal, riveted together to form an inverted "U"; this structure 
was further reinforced internally with "XXX" type pieces of 
metal. These U~shaped beams measured 50.2 cm high by 31.6 cm 
across. 

The hog braces were secured to the vessel by 5 cm diameter 
rods threaded at the upper end and adjusted by hex-nuts. The 
lower end of each rod was attached to a long metal strap 
positioned vertically and bolted to the ceiling. 

The fore and aft ends of 
three 45 cm wide metal plates 
str·akes. 

the hog braces flared out into 
that were bolted to the ceiling 

From the photographs, the hog 
approximately a meter or so off the main 
the railing. They are also supported, 
vertical timbers. 

braces appear to be 
deck and actually form 

off the deck, by stout 

From historical accounts, it is known that the braces at 
one time rose very high above the shelter deck but in later years 
were cut back to the height shown. A periodical from 1906 
indicated that the CONESTOGA w.s in for refit and that the arches 
were to be cut down flush with the rail. 

The new drawing mentioned on page 39 shows both old and new 
ver·s ions. 
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In addition to an anchor windlass, the CONESTOGA has three 
other winches. 

Anchor Windlass: 

The anchor windlass (figures 22b, 23a and 25) located in 
the bow would have been employed in setting and hauling the two 
forward anchors as well as for warping*. Photos of the CONESTOGA 
show a small anchor davit in the bow, presumably for swinging out 
these anchors; the warping heads of the windlass may have also 
powered the davit. 

The anchor windlass has'both high and low speed 
was powered directly from the main engine via a system 
shafts. Evidence of these shafts, complete, with 
joints, has been located all along the ship's length. 
portion can be observed in figure 25 angling up from 
to the gear-·s. 

gears and 
of dr'ive 

un i ver'sa I 
The final 

below deck 

The stern winch (figures 22a ~ 24) is located approximately 
5 meters abaft the engine. The drums are wound with steel cable 
and it may have been used for warping the vessel alongside, 
towing or for loading cargo (although there is no evidence of a 
boom), This winch is almost totally covered with silt, so it was 
not possible to determine the method of power. 

Steer·ing Winch: 

The sketches of th~s item are detailed in figures 28 and 
29. It was originally assumed that this winch facilitated cargo 
handling, however, "Ie "Iere at a loss to e>(plain its unusus.I 
operation and could not account for the broken spoke-like 
protrusions on the outboard drums. 

*Warpin9 leans to Ninch Dr pull a vessel alon9side a pier. 
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Using information inscribed on the winch's nameplate, we 
tracked down the Dake Engine Company of Grand Haven, Michigan and 
were most pleased to learn of their continued existence. Mr. 
Donn DeYoung, President of Dake, kindly responded to our queries 
and provided a detailed description of the construction and use 
of this item. It turns out that this steam assisted device was 
actually the CONESTOGA's steering gear and would have resided in 
the wheelhouse. The unusual protrusions, mentioned earlier, 
were of course the supporting spokes of the double-wheel version 
used in the CONESTOGA. Information on the use and operation of 
the double-wheel steering gear is outlined on pages 55 and 56, 
which are actual extracts from the original Dake catalogue, circa 
1900. 

Mr. DeYoung explained that the engine, a type CS double 
hand wheel steering gear, only came into production in 1878 and, 
therefore, could not have been an original item of the 
CONESTOGA's fit out. It was, therefore, probably added during 
her refit in 1906. 

We are most grateful to the Dake Manufacturing Company for 
providing this valuable information. 

Unknown Winch 

There is one other very large, double drum winch, wound 
with steel cable and located approximately 12 meters from the 
bow, off to the starboard side of the keelson. Presumably this 
winch was also located on the main deck, but its purpose is not 
known. No research was completed for this piece of machinery. 
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Figure 22a: 
Stern Winch 
(Jay Morrison) 

Figure 22b: 
Anchor ~indlass, Warping head 
(Jay Morrison) 
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Fisure 23a: 
Anchor Windlass, Gears 
(Jay Morrison) 

Steerin9 gear 
(J ay liord son) 
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port or starboard will start the engine 
in either direction. To stop, the wheel 
is brought back to neutral. A safety 
closing device automatically shuts off 
the steam at the hardover points of 
the quadrant. This device consists of 
a traveling nut and two collars with 
lugs. The collars are attached to the 
shaft and may be adjusted to suit the 
radius of any tiller or quadrant. They 
are set so as to engage with the trav
eling nut when the tiller is hardover, 
and the nut being connected to the 
throttle, automatically closes it. 

HAND OPERATION 

The change from steam to hand op
eration and vice versa is quickly ac
complished. For hand steering, the 
pilot wheel is engaged to the shaft by 
means of a pin provided for the pur
pose which is placed through the outer 
collar and hub. The link connecting 

Type "es" with Double Hand Wheel the pilot wheel to the throttle is then 
lifted out and the pinion which meshes 

into the large upper gear is disengaged. This pinion is fitted with a feather key and pro
vision is made for sliding the pinion over on the shaft quickly to disengage it. 

DAKE Steering Gears are made in different types as illustrated. For pilot house in
stallation they are furnished with either one or two pilot wheels for hand steering. Each 
machine is also equipped with a tell-tale, or indicator and dial, so that the pilot can always 
see the exact position of the rudder. 

We will be pleased to advise the size steering gear recommended for any steamer or tug 
on receipt of the following information, viz.: the area or size of rudder, radius of quadrant, 
or length of tiller, length and beam of vessel, gross tonnage, speed and name of vessel; also 
state the steam pressure carried and where you want to locate the steering engine. 

, 

Horse Size of Height Diam. Shipping Prices 
Size Length, to Center of Hand Size of Weight 

No.-Type Power Base Over All, of Wheel, Wheel, Chain, of Gear 
of Engine Inches Inches Inches Inches Inches Complete. Single Double 

Pcunds Wheel Wheel 

1 CS 5 28 x27~ 34 29Y, 40 7-16 1250 $700.00 $785.00 
2 CS 7 30Y,x311.4 38 31 49 9-16 1600 800.00 925.00 
2Y, CS 10 32Y,x31Y, SlY, 361.4 55 7-8 2700 1200.00 1350.00 

Fisuf'= 28: 
Et~er~n3 Gear 
IDlk~ ~nglne Compan,) 
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D~ke Steam Steering Gears 
The most essential require~ent of-a 

good steam steering gear is dependa
bility. That means one that is always 
ready to respond instantly with quick, 
positive action and at the same time is 
simple and easy of control. 

There is nothing complicated about 
the DAKE Steam Steering Gears, 

. and they have demonstrated their de
pendability by over twenty years of 
successful usc under all kinds of con
ditions. They have established for 
themselves noteworthy prestige among 
marine men and vessel owners, and 
have gained the endorsement of hun
dreds of ship masters who prefer the 
DAKE today over any of its higher 
priced competitors that they have 
used. 

DAKE Steering Gears are very com
pact in design and are' therefore most 
suitable for instal1ation in the pilot 
house where, as a rule, there is no 
waste space to spare. Provision is al- Type "es" with Single Hand Wheel 

so made for connecting with a steam 
steering standard on top of the pilot house when t\vo steering stations are desired. 

Our steering gears are also just as suitable for installing underneath the pilot house, ·or 
in the engine-room, or on the after deck near the tiller or quadrant when such installations 
are preferred or necessary. The steering gear in such cases is controlled from a hand wheel 
and standard in the pilot house, connection to which is made by shafting or with light wire 
cables. . 

DAKE Steering Gears are built with an iron bed-plate, or base casting~to which the 
engine and frames are securely bolted on raised pads that are faced off on the surface, thus 
making a firm rigid unit, with ample strength to withstand the most strenuous use. The 
shafts are all of planished cold rolled steel and the shaft-bearings, or journals are all extra 
wide so that wear is reduced to the minimum. Rawhide driving pinions are used which im
part quiet running and practical1y noiseless action; all the other gears and pinions are cut 
from cast iron blanks. 

The engine is our DAKE Reversing Type which starts, stops or reverses instantly. The 
throttle of the engine is connected to the pilot wheel by a link and is also equipped with a 
brass hand lever so that the steam operation of the gear may be accomplished by using either 
the pilot wheel or the lever. 

The pilot wheel is made with a solid brass rim and has bronze spokes with wood han
dles. The wheel is loose on the shaft during steam operation and only a slight turn to 

:=i3:!!·e 29~ 

St2!?rl~9 G!?a.r 
IDake Engine CJ~pany) 
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From the photographs, it is known that the CONESTOGA had at 
least two anchors; located in the bow. They were stowed inboard 
and presumably raised by the small davit visible in the 
photographs. It also appears, that the forward most portion of 
the bulwarks could be removed to facilitate this operation. 

The anchors were known as Trotman's anchors and are 
distinctive in that the arms and flukes formed a separate and 
solid component which could pivot at the crown. The anchor also 
employed setting spurs which were necessary to assure that the 
lower fluke would pivot down and bury itself to provide the 
necessary holding power Clan Morgan, Ships and Marine Canada). 
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While recovery of artifacts was not one of 
aims, some did surface as a result of our research. 

the Project 

The most notable collection was discovered in storage at 
the National Museum of Science and Technology in ottawa .. These 
artifacts had been removed from the CONESTOGA in the early 1960's 
by the now disbanded Underwater Society of ottawa and consist of! 

10 Ib door weight 
50 Ib bench vice 
Boiler flange 
35 lb chock and pin 
10" steel wedge 

Iron spike 
Bronze handle 
Iron bracket 
Pulley 
Check valve 

15" steel wedge 
Valve linkage 

Valve and plunger bar 
15" bolt and nut 

Valve 15" bolt and nut 

As well, the following artifacts were 
Project by divers who learned of our work: 

Door weight 

turned over 

Oil can with spout (donated by Mike Sylvain) 
Brass cap and linkage <donated by Charlie Paul) 
A small fly-wheel segment 
A brass screw head 

to the 

With the exception of the brass items, all are in an 
advanced state of deterioration. These artifacts, shown in 
figure 31, have since been donated to the Kingston Marine Museum 
of the Great Lakes in Kingston. 

Probably the most ex~iting artifact discovered was one of 
the CONESTOGA"s anchors. According to Cardinal residents the 
last remaining anchor was stdlen from the wreck circa 1959 and 
transported to Ogdensburg, New York. For some years it rested in 
front of the Anchordown Motel but has since been moved to the 
Grand View Motel on highway 37, southwest of Ogdensburg and 
embedded in concrete; this action was probably taken to 
discourage any plans of having it returned to Canada. The fact 
that this is indeed the CONESTOGA"s anchor was proven by an 
article in the Ogdensburg Journal on November 14, 1982. 
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In support of the mandate 
and the efforts of Save Ontario 
divers, diving Clubs and the 
opportunity. 

to promote 
Shipwrecks 

public 

marine conse~vation 
(SOS), contact with 

was made at every 

At the site, the SOS flag was always flown and SOS 
promotional literature was distributed to interested individuals. 

As well, on-site briefings and pre-dive briefings were 
given to numerous groups using the CONESTOGA for a club-sponsored 
dive. Many of these groups included new students, performing 
final check-outs, and to them the Marine Conservation message was 
especially important. 

The general public was informed of the project in articles 
which appeared in the Prescott Journal and the Ogdensburg Journal 
(Ogdensburg NY). As well, two interviews on CBC'S program "In 
Town and Out" were aired on CBC Radio. 

Formal presentations were delivered to an SOS Forum, the 
Ottawa Chapter of the Ontario Archaeological SOCiety and dive 
clubs in Ottawa and Cornwall; articles on the project were also 
included with their newsletters. 

Through all of the above, the concerns for marine 
conservation in Ontario were stressed and the involvement of SOS, 
the Ontario Ministry of Citizenship and Culture and the Ontario 
Heritage Foundation was explained. 

Plaque 

In a continuing effort to involve the dive community in 
marine conservation, SOS Ottawa undertook a project to place a 
plaque on the wreck; the plaque was funded by SOS Ottawa, area 
Scuba Clubs and The Ministry of Citizenship and Culture. It was 
mounted on a sturdy pedestal and securely bolted to the rider 
keelson, approximately amidships. The dedication and unveiling 
took place on May 20, 1985 along with two other small projects to 
install some valves on the engine, in such a manner that they 
could not be removed and to replace other items removed by divers 
some years ago. 
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The inscription on the plaque reads: 

An iron tlad, wooden steal frei9hter, 252 ft x 36 ft with a 16 ft hold 
tonstructed in Cleveland and launthed July 6, 1878. On May 21, 1922, while 
aMaitin9 passage in the locks of the Old Galop Canal, she Iysteriously taU9ht 
fire. The CONESTOGA Mas flushed frol the lotk, drifted dOMnstreal to her 
present location, burned to the Mater-line and sank. There Mas no loss of life. 
Her car90, 40,000 bushels of Hheat, Has subsequently salvaged. 

This plaque Has erected to relind all divers who visit the CONESTOGA 
that Ontario's larine heritage is a resource worth conservin9. 

1985 

-DIVE TO ENJOY AND NOT TO DESTROY-

Save 
Ontario 
ShipMretks 

In addition to marking the historical significance of the 
CONESTOGA and providing some vital statistics on the vessel, the 
plaque signifies SOS's involvement in marine heritage conserva
tion and, it is hoped, will remind all divers who visit the site 
that Ontario's non-renewable marine heritage and recreational 
resources are worth protecting. 
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General 

The CONESTOGA's demise, mysterious though it was, ended the 
life and career " ... of one of the best boats on the lakes ... " 
(Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer, July,1878). Unfortunately, divers 
visiting her today, tend to see her as only a pile of junk and 
not the " ... very fine craft, ... the honour to the veteran vessel 
s~ipbuilders ... ", or the vessel of " ... strength, durability and 
beauty .. " (Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer, July,1878) that she 
truly was. Seeing her bones lying under 9 meters of water, one 
also tends to forget the 44 years of service and dedication to 
her masters, a,fact that speaks well of her qualities. 

The research which was performed definitely supports these 
statements and has revealed the CONESTOGA to be of very sturdy, 
detailed and rugged construction. Nowhere in her structure is 
there evidence of shortcuts, inferior construction techniques or 
financial restraints. 

Construction 

One definite indication of her solid structure is the 
massiveness and immense size of the laminated keelson (composed 
of a centreline, rider, and two sister keelsons). While it may 
be argued that vessels of the CONESTOGA's size required such a 
backbone, there were many examples of instances where this was 
not the case. Inche's book, The Great Lakes Wooden Shipbuilding 
Era, shows equal-sized ships which were not similarly construct
ed. Another example is the Batchawana which sunk in Lake 
Superior in 1907; she has only a centreline keelson but it is 
reinforced with steel side-plates (pers comms, Peter Engelbert, 
Ministry of Citizenship and Culture). 

The CONESTOGA also used a solid square beamshelf; some 
vessels used a triangular beamshelf (two cut from the same square 
timber) - a definite cost cutting technique. 

All knees used in the CONESTOGA show grain patterns only 
found at a natural trunk-to-branch formation (a grown knee). The 
cutting of knees to fit this grain pattern is a technique used to 
ensure maximum strength. Indeed, their use alone speaks highly 
of the ship's construction, since many vessels did not have them 
in such numbers or with such detail. Lack of knees would be a 
definite cost cutting decision. It is curious to note also, that 
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the CONESTOGA did not have hanging knees supporting the deck
beams at the beamshelf, as was the usual case. Perhaps the 
additional brace was not required due to the mortice used, the 
bosom and lodging knees and the fact that the deck-beams were one 
solid timber supported by midship stanchions. 

While hog braces may not be indicative of rampant 
construction expenditures (just the opposite may be true) the 
fact that the CONESTOGA's were modified late in her career would 
suggest that her hull was still in excellent condition. 

When the new hog braces were being added, the ship was 
undergoing a refit to adjust her to Weiland Canal standards. 
While no mention has ever been made about the outer hull 
protection, it may have been at this time that the metal skin was 
added. This addition would not have formed a watertight shell 
but was probably added to permit operation during light ice 
conditions. It is unlikely as well, that such an expense would 
have been directed to a vessel unless she was expected to give 
many more years of service. 

The CONESTOGA had seen 44 years of service at the time of 
her demise, an age far exceeding the normal 15 to 25 year life 
expectancy of wooden steamers (pers comms, Ian Morgan, Ships and 
Marine Canada). Also, on her last voyage she was carrying wheat, 
a cargo that mu~t be kept dry. This fact itself would indicate 
that, after all those years, her hull was still watertight and 
her construction solid. 

The above-mentioned facts and the construction character
istics explained in previous chapters, point to the CONESTOGA as 
being a very solid, well constructed vessel and one that was 
designed to provide her owners with many years of quality 
service. 

Fire 

All reports related to the CONESTOGA's demise state that 
she caught fire and burned to the waterline. The only area where 
evidence of the fire remained was on the keelson just forward of 
the bOiler, where the firebox and coal storage area may have been 
located. While the burn evidence was not extensive it was deep 
enough in the hull to lend credence to the reported cause of her 
sinking. 
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Hull length 

It should be noted, that the ship's length as constructed 
does not agree with that measured during the survey. The 
CONESTOGA's registered length, on EnrOllment and Survey Papers, 
is recorded as 252.8 feet from the "fore part of the stem under 
the bowsprit to the aft side of the head of the stern" 
(certificate of survey, October 24, 1919). The ship's length as 
measured in 1982 and adjusted in 1983 is presently 80.64 meters 
or 264.8 feet to the extremes; a discrepancy of 11.9 feet. The 
following explanations are offered: 

a. In spite of the description recorded on the Certificate 
of Survey, the length given for the vessel may have been 
taken on the water-line. The CONESTOGA also never had a 
bowsprit! This would be the most likely reason; 

b. Perhaps, due to the fire, salvage, general deterioration 
and the f~ct that al.l decking has disappeared, the hull 
has sagged at both the bow and the stern; 

c. During her refit in 1906 she could have been lengthened, 
however, this is most unlikely; or, 

d. The phrase on the Certificate of survey perhaps should 
have read" head of the sternQQ§~", as this was the most 
generally accepted register length. 

Cultural Remains 

There were no cultural remains discovered, however, the 
archival research did reveal something of the men and woman who 
sailed with the CONESTOGA and the firms which owned her. While 
it is not specifically recorded, employees of the Anchor Line and 
the Crosby Transportation Company tended to remain with the firms 
for several years. According to Ian Morgan (Ships and Marine 
Canada), the ship's condition "indicates that she was well 
maintained by her owners and service crews, and handled by her 
officers and crews in a manner that suggests a sensible company 
policy not always found on the lakes. Because of the foreshort
ened operating seasons on the great lakes, some companies and 
Captains drove their ships without mercy to squeeze out the last 
possible buck in each season. Many wooden steamers leaked badly, 
hogged and twisted structurally from pounding into headseas and 
ice, and suffered from over or poor loading. It appears that the 
CONESTOGA was very well built, maintained, and not subjected to 
unreasonable operating punishment. Apparently her owners believed 
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in moderate profits and long working life rather than quick, high 
profits and early loss'or scrapping." 

In addition, all accounts of the disaster suggest that the 
fire was intentionally ~et. One may wish to conclude that, even 
in the end, some loyal crewmembers may have set fire to their 
ship, perhaps to benefit the company. One report even stated 
that the crew departed the blazing ship with their bags neatly 
packed. 

Hull Condition 

When diving the wreck, it is noticeable that most of the 
debr'is, including all stanchions, lie to por·t and even the engine 
is listing by 41 cm (just below the 48" cylinder'). One 
explanation could be the slight port list caused by the sloping 
river bottom; as the wreck deteriorated, the superstructure 
would tend to collapse to port. Since the CONESTOGA was 
extensively salvaged, during the era prior to the st Lawrence 
Seaway when water levels were lower, it is probable that salvage 
boats would have wsed the deeper (port) side. 

Marine Conservation 

The CONESTO~A is slowly deteriorating under the erosive 
onslaught of nature. Although the lower wooden portions are 
st i 11 in good shape, the upper areas s-uf fer' year'} y f r'om ice 
damage; all metal items are badly rusted and in an advanced 
state of deterioration. 

Wreck stripping by divers is still of major concern and 
even during the survey, it was common to hear of minor pilfering 
or to find inSignificant artifacts littering the shoreline. 

In light of the many conservation messages, it is still 
difficult to comprehend why divers continue to destroy a 
recreational resource which brings them so much enjoyment. 

In conclusion, it is my sincere hope that the project and 
the conservation efforts of SOS will impress upon the diving 
community and the general public, that Ontario's marine heritage 
is worth conser~ing. 
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IHIHH 

The stea.er Conest09a of the Anchor line, Hill be launched fro. the yard of Quayle and Son on Saturday July 
6th. 

Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer; Tuesday, July 2, 1878 

HUHH 

The neH propeller for th, Anchor line, Hill be launched fro. the yard of Quayle and Son this afternoon at 
four o'clock. 

Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer; Saturday July 6, 1878. 

HUHf 

The tonnage of the neH propeller Conest09a is givedlsic) by the Custo. House Officers is 1,726 tons. She is 
nOM ready for business. 

Cleveland Daily Plain Deale-r; July 16, 1878 

HH1H 

The Conest09a left Cleveland light for Erie. 

Cleveland Daily Plain Dealer; July 17, 1878 
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QUICK RUN OF FIREMEN 
SAVES STEAMER CONESTOGA 

Dalage of $1,500 to the stealer Cone~toga of the Crosby Transportation co.pany resulted when fire of unknown 
origin broke out in the boiler rool of the vessel at 2:30 o'clock Friday lorning. The quick run of the fire 
depart.ent to the foot of Canal street, where the boat has been loored, ·probably prevented the vessel fori 
burning to the water's edge. 

The departlent is unable to explain what caused the blaze, as there was no fire in the boiler roon and no one 
was quartered on the stealer. 

The fire burned through to the rear cabin where the fireRen lanaged to hold it. 

Milwaukee Sentinel; 31 October, 1914 

fffftfff 

Conestoga cleared for Milwaukee after discharging corn at Richardson's Elevator, Kingston. 

Kingston Daily British Whig! 15 October, 1919 

fffIllff 

The STMR Conestoga is discharging corn at Richardson elevator for the Canada Starch Co. of Cardinal. She 
will clear this afternoon for Chicago. 

Kingston Daily British Whig; 25 May 1920 

The STMR Conestoga arrived in Oswego, frol Kingston, with a cargo of grain. She is to be inspected there 
with a view to changing her registry frol Canadian to Alerican. The Vessel is owned by Sullivan ~ Sons, 
Chicago, and will likely be placed into cOllission running under the Alerican flag between Oswego and the 
upper lake ports. 

Kingston Daily British Whig; 25 August 1920 
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The STMR Conestoga on her Hay fro! Montreal to load grain at Buffalo N.Y. "as in port this lorning for a 
pilot 

Kingston Daily British Whig; 21 October 1921 

tfltttt 

BIG GRAIN CARRIER 
IS BURNED IN CANAL 

Several Of Crew Injured When Conestoga Burns With Loss Of $250,000 
(Canadian Press Dispatch) 

The stealer Conestoga loaded with "heat bound frol Port Colburne to Montreal, burned to the Haters edge in 
the Cardinal Canal here this afternoon. The loss is estilated at $250,000. 

The blaze broke out when the big freighter was in the lift lock of the canal, but her crew of 22 stood by 
their posts and succeeded in getting the stealer out of the lock. Several of the crew Here badly burned in 
their efforts. The cause of the fire is unknown. 

Toronto GLOBE; May 22, 1922 

ttfJtttf 

AFTER PART OF BOAT BURNS TO WATER'S EDGE 

The stealer Conestoga on route to Montreal Hith 1400 tons of wheat narrowly escaped total destruction by fire 
in the Cardinal Canal yesterday lorning. The afterpart of the ship broke into flales as she was leaving the 
liftlock and the Captain lanoeuvered the craft to a position 500 feet east of the lock where the crew fell to 
and fought the flales with every resource at their Calland. They succeeded in confining the blaze. to the 
stern but that part of the vessel was burned down allost to the water's edge, while sale of the forward deck 
houses also Here badly charred. The cause of the fire was not learned but is is believed to have originated 
about the engine rool. The Conestoga was tied up in the canal awaiting arrival of reprentatives of the 
owners and the underHriters to adjust the loss. 
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The Conestoga is one of the old Anchor Liners that nOH ply the St Laurence route. She is a Hood en vessel and 
three years ago Has cut dOHn to WeIland Canal size at a cost of $600,000. The fore and aft arches Hhich 
extend along the sides of the vessel Here retained and these features lake the craft a conspicuous one. 

The vessel is oHned by the Crosby Transportation COlpany of MilHaukee and is under charter to Bland and 
Cornelius of Buffalo, one of the biggest shipping firls on the lakes, Hho are the OHner of the cargo. The 
extent of the dalage to the Hheat Has not deterlined yesterday. 

The loss it is said Hill be in the neighbourhood of a quarter of a lillian dollars. 

Brockville Recorder and Times; May 22, 1922 

HHHf 

GRAIN BOAT BURNED IN CARDINAL CANAL 

The stealer Conestoga loaded Hith Hheat bound frol Port Col bourn to Montreal, burned to the Hater's edge in 
the Cardinal canal here this afternoon. The 1055 is estilated at '250,000. The blaze broke out Hhen the big 
freighter Has in the lift lock of the canal, but her creH of 22 stood by their posts and succeeded in getting 
the stealer out of the locks. Several lelbers of the creH Here badly burned in their efforts. The cause of 
the fire is unknoHn. 

ottaMa Journal; Monday, May 22, 1922 

HHHH 

STEAMER BURNS NEAR CARDINAL 

Prescott, May 22 - The stealer Conestoga, loaded Hith Hheat, bound frol Port Co I borne to Montreal, burned to 
the Hater's edge in the canal at Cardinal yesterday afternoon. The loss is estilated at '250,000. 

The Daily British Whigl Monday, May 22, 1922 
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ASK FOR BIDS FOR 
DAMAGED CARGO OF 
STEAMER CONESTOGA 

Hulk of Burned Vessel May 
Not Be Reloved 

The underHriters are calling for bids for 30,000 bushels of dalaged Hheat Hhich is in the hold of the stealer 
Conestoga, Hhich Has burned to the Hater's edge near the Cardinal canal Sunday lorning. The hull lies on the 
river bank about 2,500 feet below the Cardinal lift lock and unless it is found to be a lenace to navigation 
it probably Hill be alloHed to relain there. 

During the fire tHO of the sailors Here burned on the hands Hhile handling flaling haHsers. 

Ogdensburg Journal; Wed, May 24, 1922 

ttfiftt 

STR. CONESTOGA 
SINKS VITH LOSS 
OF $200,000.00 

Is 2,500 Feet Frol Cardinal Lock 
and a Total Loss 

HAD 30,000 BUSHELS WHEAT 

Gerald FitzGerald, of the FitzGerald ~arine Surveying Service of Ogdensburg Hent to Cardinal yesterday to 
represent the hull and cargo underwriters in connection with the adjusting of the loss of the Canadian 
stealer Conestoga, Hhich Has burned in the Cardinal canal Sunday lorning. He reported upon his return last 
night that the vessel sank during Sunday night in shalloH Hater in the river 2,500 feet frol the lift lock 
and is a total 1055. There is about 30,000 bushels of dalaged wheat in the hold and this Hill be sold by 
the underwriters, to Hhol the craft Has abandoned by the OHners yesterday. 

It is expected that the loss of the vessel and cargo Hill be in the neighborhood of $200,000. 

The Recorder and Tiles; Tuesday, May 23, 1922 
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UNDERWRITERS GET CONESTOGA 

Brockville May 23:- The freight stealer CONESTOGA, whith was badly dalaged by fire in the Cardinal Canal, has 
been abandoned to the underwriters after having sunk in shallow water and been regarded as a total 1055. 

~bout 30,000 bushels of dalaged wheat in the hold will be sold by the underwriters. 

It is believed that the 1055 on vessel and targo will be in the neighborhood of $200,000. 

Toronto GLOBEi May 24, 1922 

HHHt 

The stealer Conestoga, of the Crosby Transportation Co., of Milwaukee, down bound, Buffalo to Montreal with a 
targo of 40,000 bushels of No. I wheat, caught fire in the tanal at about two o'tlock Sunday lorning and all 
her upper works were licked up by the flales. She had been lotked through the first lotk above Cardinal and 
was lying beside the coping awaiting daylight to proteed. The Captain and trew were transferred to Prescott 
where they relained for a few days awaiting adJustlents. The hull drifted across the tanal when the hawsers 
broke and she settled upon the bottol out of the path of navigation. 

Prescott Journali Thursday, May 25, 1922 

HHfH 

For tlose to 50 years, the slokestatk and water tank of the grain boat Conestoga have been landlarks in the 
st LaHrence River about a half lile Nest of Cardinal. 

Resting in about 40 ft of Hater, close to 50 ft frol the south bank of the old tanal, the top 10 ft of the 
stack is now visible above the low Hater level. Headed down river loaded Nith wheat, the ship had been tied 
up in the canal one night during the late 1920'5 or early 30'5. For sOle unknoNn reasons, she taught fire 
and Nas cut frol her loorings. The vessel Has allowed to drift out of the canal and into the river proper 
just Hest of the village. 

During the drifting, sh~Has taught by a pONerful eddy Hhich drove her towards the outer canal bank Hhere 
rocks tore a gash in her hull. She sank a day Dr 50 I ater. All creN letbers escaped Hit,hout inj ury Hi th 
most of their possessions. Long tile village residents recall that the crew lelbers lett the ship Hith their 
baggage neatly pat ked and suggest that the blaze Has deliberately set. 

A salvage to. later built a pUlP house on the tanal bank beside the Hreck and pUlped the grain out ot the 
hold. It Has dried on shore and later used, for tattle teed. Although sOle parts of the ship were salvaged 
for strap metal, no attelPts were lade to refloat her. 

Prestott Journali Circa SUller, 1972 
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